Wonderful! You’ve come to tour Jerusalem!
You’ve been waiting for this for a long time. After much deliberation, you’ve
planned a trip chock-filled with excitement and fun! Today, together with an
experienced guide, you will embark on a walking tour discovering Jerusalem’s
various and unique monuments, statues and street art.
As you arrived at the site of one of the monuments, the guide is aghast. It has
disappeared! The police arrive amongst a hubbub of activity. A few minute
prior to your arrival, you happened to see some individuals fleeing the scene. It
seems to you that one of them is responsible for this heist. You bring this to the
attention of the police officer, and you identify five suspects:

A trafficpolice officer

A tour guide

A cat

A museum
director

An antiquity
robber

Continue to explore the remaining Jerusalemite sculptures, and using the clues
cleverly hidden in them, you can assist the police and positively identify the thief.
> Begin by using the clue chart where it says “Start.”
> Every solved riddle will lead you to another page, but only if you answer correctly. If you
err, you will wind up on the wrong page. Hints and directions on the wrong page will only
confuse you.
> After solving each riddle, you will receive an answer that you will need to locate on the
attached “clue page.” Two important items will be given along with each proper answer:
1. A hint for solving the next riddle.
2. Directions to the next correct page.
> Solve the final riddle and find it on the “clue page.” Thus you will discover the correct
message!
> For your convenience, you also have an “answer page.” Use it only in case of dire need!

Best of luck!
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Progress from puzzle to puzzle until you reach the solution
of the big puzzle:

Who is the thief?

